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ABSTRACT

Chromatin compaction and gene accessibility are
orchestrated by assembly and disassembly of nu-
cleosomes. Although the disassembly process was
widely studied, little is known about the structure and
dynamics of the disordered histone tails, which play
a pivotal role for nucleosome integrity. This is a gap
filling experimental FRET study from the perspective
of the histone H3 N-terminal tail (H3NtT) of reconsti-
tuted mononucleosomes. By systematic variation of
the labeling positions we monitored the motions of
the H3NtT relative to the dyad axis and linker DNA.
Single-molecule FRET unveiled that H3NtTs do not
diffuse freely but follow the DNA motions with mul-
tiple interaction modes with certain permitted dy-
namic transitions in the �s to ms time range. We
also demonstrate that the H3NtT can allosterically
sense charge-modifying mutations within the his-
tone core (helix �3 of histone H2A (R81E/R88E)) re-
sulting in increased dynamic transitions and lower
rate constants. Those results complement our earlier
model on the NaCl induced nucleosome disassembly
as changes in H3NtT configurations coincide with
two major steps: unwrapping of one linker DNA and
weakening of the internal DNA - histone interactions
on the other side. This emphasizes the contribution
of the H3NtT to the fine-tuned equilibrium between
overall nucleosome stability and DNA accessibility.

INTRODUCTION

The nucleosome, consisting of two copies of each of the
four histone proteins H2A, H2B, H3 and H4, is the ba-
sic unit of chromatin compaction and key to gene regula-
tion (1–4). Single nucleosomes are connected by short linker
DNA stretches (10–90 bp) to a bead-on-a-string like struc-

ture, which allows for dynamic compaction into higher or-
der chromatin with two intertwined stacks of nucleosomes
and compact tetranucleosomes as basic units (5–7). Each
of the four histone proteins consists of a core domain –
the histone fold domain, which is well characterized by X-
ray crystallography – and a less well characterized tail that
protrudes from the core particle in an unknown manner
(1,8). A wide range of experiments and computer simula-
tions give a complex view on the factors contributing to
nucleosome stability, revealing that the histone tails play
a pivotal role for nucleosome integrity, e.g. through post-
translational modifications (PTMs) which mediate struc-
tural changes and modulate gene accessibility (9–11). Even
though the nucleosome disassembly process (12–15) and the
effects of PTMs (16–18) have been discussed widely, study-
ing the histone tails in the context of the nucleosome re-
vealed to be challenging. Hence, many studies focused on
isolated tails or tailless nucleosomes (e.g. (3,9,19–21)). Hith-
erto, surprisingly little is known about the actual tail con-
formations, their dynamics and their role during the nucle-
osome disassembly process (22–25). Circular dichroism and
NMR showed that the H3 and H4 tails are not completely
unstructured but have significant �-helical content and that
post-translational modifications influence these structures
(26). Results from various molecular dynamics simulations
and NMR studies suggest that histone tails have a propen-
sity to form �-helical segments and are capable (21,27) to
explore a wide conformational space in the nucleosome with
large sections of the histone tails not perpetually bound to
DNA (9,20,28–30). This agrees with experimental obser-
vations that cross-linking efficiency depends on the linker
DNA length (31) and an NMR study showing that his-
tone tails bind to the linker DNA (32). Additionally, re-
cent Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) experi-
ments and Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations revealed
that removal of the H3 N-terminal Tail (H3NtT) leads to a
more open conformation and decreased thermal stability of
reconstituted mononucleosomes, most likely accompanied
by an altered electrostatic environment within the core par-
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ticle (27,33–36). Those results further emphasized the im-
portance of the H3NtT for nucleosome integrity.

Hitherto, several major questions concerning the H3NtT
remained unanswered, which we address in this experimen-
tal study:

(I) Where is the H3NtT preferentially localized and is it
possible to monitor its distance relative to other parts of the
nucleosome? (II) Does the H3NtT arrest in certain static
conformations or is the H3NtT entirely dynamic? (III) Are
the H3NtT conformations and dynamics sensitive to mod-
ifications, e.g. charge-modifying mutations in the nucleo-
some core? (IV) How are the H3NtT conformations and dy-
namics affected by the NaCl induced disassembly process?

To answer these questions, mononucleosomes were re-
constituted on the strong positioning Widom 601 DNA
sequence (37) and possible conformations and dynamics
of the H3NtT were analyzed at different NaCl concentra-
tions. Conformational changes were measured by ensemble
and single-molecule (sm) FRET also studied by dynamic
Photon Distribution Analysis (dynPDA) which has already
been applied earlier to various aspects of nucleosome struc-
ture and dynamics (12,14,38–41). Nucleosomes used in this
study were labeled with donor fluorophores on the H3NtT
at position K9C and by an acceptor fluorophore at one of
four different positions on the core DNA or on the linker
DNA with a total DNA length of 170 bp or 210 bp. The
systematic variation of the DNA labeling position allowed
us to localize the H3NtT with respect to the outer or in-
ner DNA gyre and to compare these observations with all
atom molecular dynamics simulations. Moreover, we com-
pared wild type (wt) and mutated (mut) nucleosomes –
bearing charge-modifying mutations in helix �3 within the
helix-strand-helix motif of the H2A histone fold domain,
namely H2A R81E/R88E – to unravel long-range interac-
tions affecting H3NtT conformation and dynamics. Finally,
we monitored distance changes under nucleosome desta-
bilizing conditions using different NaCl concentrations to
study intermediate disassembly steps. We exploit the non-
palindromic nature of the Widom 601 sequence and the re-
cently described asymmetric opening of the respective 601
mononucleosomes (13,15,42) to analyze the vicinity and dy-
namics of the H3NtT to the two opposing halves of the in-
ner DNA gyre.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA preparation

DNA fragments were prepared via PCR from the pGEM3z
vector containing the Widom 601 nucleosome positioning
sequence (Supplementary Methods) (43). Alexa 594 or Cy5
was used as acceptor dye for DNA labeling and was at-
tached through amino-C6 linker to a thymine at appropri-
ate positions on the primers (IBA, Germany). Subsequently,
DNAs were purified on Gen-Pak HPLC (Waters, USA).
The DNA labeling efficiency was determined to >95% by
absorption spectroscopy.

Histone protein expression and purification

To allow for specific labeling of the H3NtT we used an
H3 recombinant Xenopus laevis histone variant bearing two

point-mutations, namely K9C as label position and C110A
to avoid unwanted binding of fluorophores. Plasmids con-
taining the mutated H3 K9C/C110A sequence were de-
signed in the lab of Jennifer Nyborg (Colorado State Uni-
versity, USA) and provided by Planet Protein (Colorado
State University, USA). The H3 K9C/C110A sequence was
subcloned into pET3 vector using XbaI and NheI. Over-
expression of mutated H3 proteins was performed in Es-
cherichia coli BL21(DE3) for 3 h after induction with IPTG
(0.2 mM final concentration). Isolation and purification of
the protein comprises three major steps as described in (44):
(i) preparation of the isolated inclusion bodies, (ii) size ex-
clusion chromatography under denaturing conditions and
(iii) ion-exchange chromatography under denaturing con-
ditions. Lyophilized proteins were stored at −80◦C (44).

The inserted cysteine of histone H3 K9C/C110A was
used for specific labeling with Alexa 488 C5 maleimide as
previously described (12). Labeling reaction was conducted
with 10-fold excess of TCEP under unfolding conditions (7
M guanidine hydrochloride, 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5).

The mutated recombinant X. laevis histone H2A
R81E/R88E, bearing two arginine to glutamic acid mu-
tations (RE) at position 81 and 88, was obtained from
overlap extension PCR as described in (34). Any other
recombinant, wild type X. laevis histones were purchased
from Planet Protein (Colorado State University, USA).

Octamer reconstitution

For histone octamer reconstitution equimolar concentra-
tions of H2A (wt or R81E/R88E mutant) and H2B with
20% excess of H3 (wt or labeled H3K9C mutant) and H4
were mixed under unfolding conditions (7 M guanidine hy-
drochloride, 20 mM Tris–HCl, 10 mM dithiothreitol). Oc-
tamers self-assembled during an overnight dialysis against
refolding buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM
�-mercaptoethanol, 2 M NaCl) at 4◦C in Slide-A-Lyser
cassettes (MWCO 7000, Pierce, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
USA). After dialysis, octamers were purified via size exclu-
sion with FPLC (Superdex 200HR 10/10, GE Healthcare,
USA) and fractions were analyzed via Triton X-100/acetic
acid/urea (TAU) gel analysis. Only fractions containing all
four histone proteins in best proportion were selected for
nucleosome reconstitution.

Nucleosome reconstitution

Nucleosomes were reconstituted via salt dialysis as de-
scribed in (12,45) on 170 bp or 210 bp long DNAs con-
taining the 601 Widom sequence (43). Molar mixing pro-
portions for DNA:octamers were optimized between 1:1.7
and 1:1.9 to avoid aggregation and to minimize excess free
DNA. Nucleosomes were reconstituted in mini dialyzing
tubes (Pierce, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) via grad-
ual salt dialysis from high salt (10 mM Tris–HCl, 0.1 mM
EDTA, 2 M NaCl) to low salt (to 10 mM Tris–HCl, 0.1 mM
EDTA, 5 mM NaCl). Successful nucleosome reconstitution
was validated by gel electrophoresis on 6% polyacrylamide
gels (60:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) in a TBE buffer with
pH 7.5 at 10 V/cm. For FRET experiments nucleosomes
with less than 5 % free DNA and fluorescence anisotropy
of the attached dyes of <0.2 were used.
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The two halves of the nucleosome where assigned with
�- and �-side to account for the non-palindromic character
of the Widom 601 sequence. DNA basepairs are counted
from the dyad axis with − and + in the direction of the �-
and �-side, respectively. The sequences of all fragments used
are listed in Supplementary Methods. The two copies of the
histones closer to one or the other halves of the DNA are
assigned with � and � as well.

The donor dye (Alexa488) was always attached to K9C
on each copy of the H3 histones. The nomenclature for the
four nucleosome types used here is related to the position of
the acceptor on the DNA: Dyx: close to the dyad; Ex: at the
end of the DNA; Lx(170): on the linker DNA at the same
position as Ex, but on a 210 bp long DNA. The indices �
and � indicate to which side of the DNA the fluorophore is
attached.

Dy� Alexa594 at – 9 bp, DNA length 170 bp
Dy� Alexa594/Cy5 at + 21 bp, DNA length 170 bp
E� Alexa594/Cy5 at – 77 bp, DNA length 170 bp
L�(170) Alexa594 at – 77 bp, DNA length 210 bp

Replacement of Alexa594 by Cy5 was necessary in case
of single-molecule experiments with Pulsed Interleaved Ex-
citation (PIE) and Multiparameter Fluorescence Detec-
tion (MFD). Nucleosomes containing the histone muta-
tion H2A R81/88E are referred to as mutDyx, mutEx and
mutLx(170). Unlabeled nucleosomes from the same DNA
sequences and histone octamers were prepared and used
to adjust the total nucleosome concentration in single-
molecule experiments

Ensemble FRET measurements

A Typhoon 9400 multimode imager (GE Healthcare, USA)
was used for ensemble FRET experiments as described in
(45). The concentration of the labeled nucleosomes was set
to 300 pM and measurements were performed in a freshly
cleaned and passivated 384-well microplate. To induce nu-
cleosome disassembly, samples were incubated for 60 min
in 0.02 �m-filtered TE buffer (10 mM Tris, 0.1 mM EDTA,
pH 7.5) containing 5–1200 mM NaCl, 1 mM ascorbic acid
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and 0.01 % Nonidet P40 (Roche Di-
agnostics, Germany) and the FRET signal was measured to
track nucleosome disassembly.

After excitation at 488 nm, donor emission between 500
and 540 nm, ID

Dex, and via FRET excited acceptor emission
between 595 and 625 nm, IA

Dex, were recorded. After ac-
ceptor direct excitation at 532 nm, an emission between 595
and 625 nm, IA

Aex, was recorded. A donor-only, acceptor-
only, double labeled DNA fragments with very low or no
FRET, and the buffer solutions were measured in paral-
lel as control samples to correct for background, crosstalk
of Alexa488 emission into the acceptor channel and direct
excitation of the acceptor dye at 488 nm excitation as de-
scribed in (45).

The proximity ratio (P) was calculated from the corrected
fluorescence intensities.

P =
(
I Dex

A

)
corr(

I Dex
A

)
corr + (

I Dex
D

)
corr

(1)

Samples were measured in technical triplicates to calculate
average P and standard deviation for each salt concentra-
tion of the nucleosome disassembly assay. Average P values
were plotted against NaCl concentration and where pos-
sible fitted with a sigmoidal or a sum of up to three sig-
moidal functions, beginning from their plateau to calculate
c1/2-values as a measure of nucleosome stability.

P (X) = P (0) +
n∑

i=1

�Pi

1 + exp
((

c1/2 (i ) − X
)
/bi

) (2)

X represents the salt concentration in mM, P(0) and �Pi
are maximum amplitude and step height(s) of the fit curve.
Data were then normalized to P(0) = 1 and P(0) + �(�Pi)
= 0 of the fit. c1/2(i) is the inflection point of the curve at
each step and the transition width bi is related to the slope
at the respective inflection point. If not stated otherwise, the
nucleosome disassembly assay was repeated with three in-
dependent replicates to calculate average P(X)-values and
standard errors of the data points.

Multi-parameter fluorescence detection (MFD)

MFD measurements with pulsed interleaved excitation
(MFD-PIE) were carried out as shown in (46) employing a
confocal epi-illuminated setup based on an Olympus IX71
inverted microscope as described in (47–51). In PIE mea-
surements, donor and acceptor dyes are sequentially ex-
cited by rapidly alternating laser pulses. MFD can be per-
formed on both dyes, allowing computation of the donor-
acceptor ratio (stoichiometry, SPIE) for each particle. Exci-
tation is achieved using 485 and 635 nm pulsed diode lasers
(LDH-D-C 485 and LDH-P-C-635B, respectively; both Pi-
coQuant, Germany) operated at 32 MHz and focused into
the sample solution by a 60×/1.2NA water immersion ob-
jective (UPLAPO 60×, Olympus, Germany). Laser powers
in the samples were 55 and 9 �W, respectively. After separat-
ing the fluorescence signal by dual-edge dichroic beamsplit-
ter (FF500/646, Semrock, USA), it was further divided into
its parallel and perpendicular components by a polarizing
beamsplitter cube (VISHT11, Gsänger, Germany) and then
into spectral ranges below and above 595 nm by a dichroic
beamsplitter (595 LPXR, AHF, Germany). Later each of
the four channels was split again using 50/50 beam splitters,
which allows us to get dead time free filtered FCS curves,
resulting in a total of eight detection channels. Photons
were detected by avalanche photodiodes (green channels:
τ -SPAD-100, PicoQuant, Germany; red channels: SPCM-
AQR-14, Perkin Elmer, USA). Additionally, green (HQ
530/43 nm for Alexa488) and red (HQ 720/150 nm for Cy5)
bandpass filters (AHF, Germany) in front of the detectors
ensured that only fluorescence from the acceptor and donor
molecules was registered, while residual laser light and Ra-
man scattering from the solvent were blocked. The detector
outputs were recorded by a TCSPC module (HydraHarp
400, PicoQuant, Germany) and stored on a PC. Analysis
of the single photon data stream was done using threshold
criteria as described in (52).

The selection of FRET bursts (to be used in MFD-plots
(Figure 3) and PDA (Figure 5)) in SPIE versus EFRET plots
(Figure 2A) applying a 0.2 < SPIE < 0.8 threshold was based
on the following arguments: particles with (i) only accep-
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tor dye are distributed around 〈SPIE〉 = 0, (ii) one donor
and two acceptor dyes––around 〈SPIE〉 = 0.33, (iii) equal
number of donor and acceptor dyes––around 〈SPIE〉 = 0.5,
(iv) with two donor and one acceptor dyes––around 〈SPIE〉
= 0.67 and (v) only donor dye––around 〈SPIE〉 = 1. The
lower limit of 0.2 for selection is between 0 and 0.33 values
to separate particles of type (i) and (ii). With the selected
value of 0.2 (0.165 < 0.2) we prefer to lose some particles
of type (ii) instead of including acceptor only labeled par-
ticles into the FRET population. Similarly, the upper limit
of 0.8 for selection, i.e. between 0.67 and 1, separates par-
ticles of types (iv) and (v). With the selected value of 0.8
(0.8 < 0.835) we prefer to lose some particles of type (iv) in-
stead of including donor only labeled particles into FRET
population. These selection criteria were applied to all
samples.

We used 40 pM of labeled nucleosomes for smFRET and
added up to 1960 pM unlabeled nucleosomes to adjust the
overall nucleosome concentration. Measurements were per-
formed in a freshly cleaned and passivated 384-well mi-
croplate. To induce nucleosome disassembly, samples were
incubated for 60 min in 0.02 �m-filtered TE buffer (10 mM
Tris, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5) containing 5–600 mM NaCl, 1
mM ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and 0.01% Non-
idet P40 (Roche Diagnostics, Germany). Data were taken
for at least 90 min per sample.

Calculation of FRET efficiency EFRET and stoichiometry
SPIE

For PIE, the FRET efficiency EFRET and stoichiometry SPIE
(53) are defined as:

EFRET = FA|D
FD|D + FA|D

(3)

SPIE = FD|D + FA|D
FD|D + FA|D + FA|A

(4)

FXem |Xex corresponds to a fully corrected fluorescence
intensity computed from observed signal obsS considering
background intensities and other experimental correction
factors α, β, γ and δ defined below. The meaning of the in-
dices is as follows: (D|D) is the donor intensity if the donor
was excited, (A|D) is the acceptor intensity if the donor was
excited (A|A) is the acceptor intensity if the acceptor was ex-
cited. EFRET and SPIE are computed from the observed sig-
nals obsS in two steps: (i) The registered primary signal obsS
was corrected for the mean background 〈B〉 signal contri-
bution in the green and red channels, respectively, to obtain
the background corrected signal IXem|Xex=obs SXem|Xex −
〈BXem|Xex〉. (ii) Based on the definitions in Equations (3) and
(4), the background corrected signals I were used together
with four correction factors α, β, γ and δ to compute EFRET
and SPIE according to (54):

EFRET =
[
IAem|Dex − αIDem|Dex − δIAem|Aex

]
γ

[
IDem|Dex

] + [
IAem|Dex − αIDem|Dex − δIAem|Aex

] (5)

SPIE = γ
[
IDem|Dex

] + [
IAem|Dex − αIDem|Dex − δIAem|Aex

]
γ

[
IDem|Dex

] + [
IAem|Dex − αIDem|Dex − δIAem|Aex

] + 1/
β

[
IAem|Aex

] (6)

The parameter α is a correction factor for the spectral
donor fluorescence crosstalk (leakage) into the red ‘accep-
tor’ detection channel α = gR|D

gG|D
with the corresponding de-

tection efficiencies gXem |Xex. The parameter β = σA|R
σD|G

LAex
LDex

normalizes the acceptor delayed direct excitation rate to
the donor prompt excitation rate in the PIE experiment
defined by the absorption cross-sections for D σ D |G and
A σ A |R, respectively, and the direct excitation irradiances
[photons/cm2] LDex and LAex for the donor and acceptor
lasers at the wavelengths Dex (G) and Aex (R) so that donor
and acceptor dyes direct excitation rates are set equal pro-
viding SPIE= 0.5 for double DA labeled molecules. The pa-
rameter γ = gR|A

gG|D

e f f 
F,A
e f f 
F,D

corrects for the effective fluores-

cence quantum yields, effΦF = ab
. ΦF, and detection effi-

ciencies, g, of A and D detection channels. ab is the fraction
of molecules in the bright state and ΦF is the fluorescence
quantum yield without photophysical (saturation) effects.
The parameter δ = σA|G

σA|R
LDex
LAex

normalizes the acceptor exci-
tation rate in the FRET PIE experiment by D laser to that
defined by the acceptor absorption cross-sections σ A |G and
σ A |R, and the laser irradiances [photons/cm2] LDex and LAex
for donor and acceptor lasers at the wavelengths Dex (G) and
Aex (R).

For the smFRET studies with the dye pair Alexa488-Cy5,
we used the following parameters for the computation of
EFRET and SPIE via Equations (5) and (6): α = 0.017, β =
0.667, γ , = 0.50 (based on gG|D/gR|A = 0.8, effΦF,A= 0.32
with ab,A = 0.8 and ΦF,A = 0.40, and effΦF,D= 0.80 with
ab,D = 1.0 and ΦF,D = 0.80) and δ = 0.02. We applied the
laser powers measured at the objective: LDex(485 nm) = 55.1
�W and LAex(635 nm) = 9.2 �W and registered the fol-
lowing background count rates 〈BDem |Dex〉 = 0.368 kHz,
〈BAem |Dex〉 = 0.223 kHz, 〈BAem |Aex〉 = 0.223 kHz.

Sub-ensemble TCSPC (seTCSPC)

The selected model function was fit to the experimental flu-
orescence intensity decays using the iterative re-convolution
approach. Here, the model-decay curves were convoluted
with the experimental instrument response function (IRF).
Furthermore, a constant offset c of the fluorescence inten-
sity was considered. The experimental time-resolved fluo-
rescence intensities of the FRET-sample and the donor-
only reference sample are presented as:

FFRET (t) = N0
[
(1 − xNoF RET) FD(A) (t) + xNoF RET FD(0) (t)

]
⊗I RF + sc · I RF + c (7)

FRef (t) = N0 FD(0) (t) ⊗ I RF + sc · I RF + c

Here, sc takes scattered light from the sample into account.
The normalized to unit area model functions were scaled by
the experimentally measured total photon number N0. This
reduces the number of free fitting parameters by 1.

Due to local quenching the fluorescence decay of the
donor in the absence of FRET is already often multi-
exponential. Thus, the time resolved fluorescence intensity
decays of donor-/acceptor-labeled nucleosomes (FRET-
population) were fitted globally with the decays of the
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donor-/unlabeled nucleosomes (donor-only sample, D-
only) as reference sample.

Due to local quenching the fluorescence decay FD(0)(t) of
the donor-only reference sample in the absence of FRET is
already often multi-exponential with the species fractions
xD

(i) and fluorescence lifetimes τD(0)
(i) (55):

FD(0) (t) =
∑

i

x(i )
D exp

(
− t

τ
(i )
D(0)

)
(8)

FD(0)(t) was also used to describe the NoFRET-species.
It is reasonable to assume that local quenching of the

donor radiative lifetime is not changed by quenching by
FRET. Hence, the FRET-rate (kFRET) is only determined by
the donor–acceptor distance and their relative orientation.
In the presence of FRET, the donor fluorescence decay can
be expressed using the donor-acceptor distance distribution
p(RDA).

We assumed Gaussian distribution of donor–acceptor
distances (pGauss(σ(RD A), 〈RDA〉)) with a mean of 〈RDA〉 and
a standard deviation of σRDA, which is a good approxima-
tion within the framework of an accessible volume (AV)
(55). For Gaussian distributed donor–acceptor distances
the lifetime-decay of single FRET species is expressed as
follows:

FD(A) (t) = FD(0) (t) ·
∫

RDA

pGauss (σRDA, 〈RDA〉)

· exp (−kFRET (RDA) · t) d RDA (9)

In general FD(A)(t) model function is represented as
a weighted sum of decays with different mean 〈R(i )

DA〉
Gaussian distance distributions corresponding to different
FRET species.

To distinguish FRET populations from D-only one can
demonstrate the existence of a bright acceptor (interleaved
direct acceptor excitation in PIE) in nucleosomes via build-
ing sub-ensemble fluorescence decay histograms for donor
and acceptor, for example generated from bursts between
D-only (grayed region) and FRET (wine rectangle) popula-
tions on Figure 2A (dashed blue rectangle), which indicate
a very low average FRET efficiency per burst while delayed
acceptor decay is clearly visible (see Supplementary Figure
S3).

Photon distribution analysis (PDA)

Samples were measured at various NaCl concentrations un-
der single-molecule conditions. The signals of the full trace
or selected FRET bursts were split into equal time win-
dows (TW). The FRET efficiency was calculated from pho-
ton numbers emitted by donor and acceptor dyes in the
prompt TDC (time-to-digital converter) channels defined
by the donor excitation (TDC channels before acceptor ex-
citation pulse). In MFD-PIE experiments the acceptor ex-
citation laser pulse is delayed by ∼16 ns, which defines the
delayed TDC window for computation of the stoichiometry
SPIE value (see next section: Calculation of RDA distances).

For each TW (only full-length time windows were used
and incomplete pieces at the end were excluded from analy-
sis) the values for the FRET parameters (RDA, EFRET) were

calculated as described in Calculation of RDA distances be-
low and plotted in a frequency histogram with 201 bins
(Supplementary Figure S5A–F). The main idea in PDA is
computation of the distribution of the chosen FRET indi-
cator at a given FRET efficiency (or FRET-averaged donor-
acceptor distance, 〈RDA〉E) (56) taking photon shot-noise
into account. Due to the flexibility of the dye linker, FRET
pairs exhibit a distribution of FRET efficiencies or apparent
distances even on rigid molecules (52). This distance distri-
bution was well approximated by a Gaussian distribution
with a standard deviation σ ∼6 Å.

Calculation of RDA distances

Based on fluorescence signals, the FRET-averaged distance
〈RDA〉E between the dyes can be calculated from the mean
FRET efficiency as defined (for ideal dyes) by

〈RDA〉E = R0
(〈EFRET〉−1 − 1

)1/6
(10)

In this work we calculated 〈RDA〉E directly from the ob-
served, background-corrected intensities and correspond-
ing correction parameters α, γ and δ (Equations 5 and 6)
using the FRET pair specific Förster radius for Alexa488
and Cy5 of R0 = 52 Å.

〈RDA〉E = R0

(
γ · IDem|Dex[

IAem|Dex − αIDem|Dex − δIAem|Aex
]
)1/6

(11)

Dynamic PDA

To find a global fit model that can accurately distinguish
a dynamic system from a static one, we have tried different
models on our data. A joint model with static Gaussian dis-
tributions indicates that a model without dynamic exchange
terms cannot describe all data sets appropriately, since the
exchange dynamics influences the width of the distributions
in parameter histograms as a function of used TW dura-
tion (data not shown). One of the key advantages of our
PDA technique is generation of non-smooth (spiky) model
histograms for any given smooth (noise free) model at any
given binning and any given time window size. Spiky photon
counting histograms with few hundred photons are a dig-
ital fingerprint of single-molecule experiments originating
from a convolute of Poisson statistics for photon counting
and binomial statistics for FRET (57). Fitting this finger-
print directly is far superior to fitting smooth model func-
tions. For this reason dynPDA is very a powerful analysis
technique that can safely extract unusual high numbers of
independent parameters from the data.

Therefore, we have used dynamic PDA (56) in the sub-
sequent analysis, which can describe exchange dynamics in
the nucleosome. For each data set histograms of apparent
interdye distances were created for three different TWs (1,
2 and 3 ms). All FRET-parameter histograms created for
each NaCl concentration and for every TW (number of
[NaCl] × number of TWs; here: 3 × 3 = 9) were globally
fitted by the kinetic models described below.
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Each static FRET species was modeled by a Gaussian
distribution of donor–acceptor (DA) distances, RDA, ap-
proximated by 51 bins. To describe the histograms by dy-
namic mixing between two Gaussian distributed FRET
species (e.g. species 1, species 2), the model distribution can
be approximated with the sum of two dynamic mixing dis-
tributions with distances between (〈R(1)〉 – σ 1 and 〈R(2)〉 –
σ 2) and (〈R(1)〉 + σ 1 and 〈R(2)〉 + σ 2) where σ represents the
standard deviation of the respective Gaussian distributions
(5).

All FRET-parameter histograms from MFD data were
then globally fitted using dynamic PDA and assuming a
kinetic model. The dynamic PDA model assumed a num-
ber of co-existing individual FRET species (static nucleo-
some fractions: static 1, static 2, . . . ) showing no dynam-
ics on the timescale of diffusion (relaxation times, tR >
20 ms), with populations of molecules which exchange be-
tween those FRET species (dynamic fractions: dyn(1↔2),
dyn(2↔3), . . . ). The mean interdye distances of the static
FRET species(1-5) were assumed to be invariant to NaCl
concentration. Thus, a sum of Gaussian distributed FRET
species (〈R(i )

DA〉, xi, σ i––as fraction of 〈R(i )
DA〉) and dynam-

ically mixing pairs of those Gaussian distributed FRET
species, dyn(i↔j), defined by the selected kinetic model was
used to globally fit the group of histograms from all NaCl
concentrations. Importantly, global fits were employed to
evaluate the NaCl dependencies, assuming a linear relation-
ship (with slope mij) between the logarithm of the rate con-
stants (kij) and the ionic strength within the investigated
NaCl concentration range:

lg
(
ki j

) = mi j · [NaCl] + lg
(
ki j,0

)
(12)

similar to observations in protein folding (58).
With these two assumptions we have significantly reduced

the number of free fit parameters. For each dynamic ex-
change term at three investigated NaCl concentrations, in-
stead of 3 × 2 = 6 transition rate constants and 3 × 2 = 6
limiting distances only two pairs of mi j , lg(ki j,0) constants
and one pair of distances were needed. This leads to a total
of 6 free parameters instead of 12.

Finally, a generalized dynamic PDA model accounting
for donor only, five static species (Gaussian distributed dis-
tances) and all possible dynamic mixing distributions be-
tween them (10 pairs) has been generated. Based on struc-
tural limitations (see in Results and Discussion: Structural
model for H3NtT conformations and their multiple inter-
action modes) we could exclude 3 out of 10 possible mix-
ing pairs (Figure 4A). Overall, nine FRET-parameter his-
tograms were globally fitted considering seven two-species
exchange equilibria (i.e. 14 pairs of mi j , lg(ki j,0) constants)
and five static FRET-species (Figure 4B, C). Each static
FRET-species was described by a mean distance and a stan-
dard deviation of Gaussian distributed distances as fraction
of 〈RDA〉 defined by one global fraction parameter. Taking
together in our approximate model these (2 × 14+5+1) = 34
were global fit parameters while donor only, five static and
seven dynamic species fractions were free fit parameters for
each NaCl concentration (overall 3 × (5+7) = 36, since for
each concentration the amplitude of one static Gaussian is
fixed to 1). Notably simpler models with fewer static and/or

dynamic states could not describe the data (see residuals r3
and r2 in Figure 5A, C). We performed this global dynamic
PDA fit to decipher: (i) which states are connected by transi-
tions, (ii) time ranges of the associated kinetic rate constants
and (iii) steady state concentrations of all species.

Estimation of possible RDA distances from molecular dynam-
ics trajectory

We used two all atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
trajectories based on PDB 1KX5 to explore H3NtT confor-
mations and determine interdye distance distributions. One
was a 250 ns trajectory by Lehmann et al. (34) of a core nu-
cleosome with 147 bp DNA and the second was a 1 �s tra-
jectory by Shaytan et al. (25) of a nucleosome with linker
DNA extended to 187 bp. We calculated interdye distance
distributions and determined mean dye positions by AV
simulations (Supplementary Note 2) that were performed
with the FRET-restrained positioning and screening (FPS)
toolkit (59).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Salt induced nucleosome disassembly monitored from the per-
spective of the H3NtT by ensemble FRET

To investigate the localization of the protruding N-terminal
tail of H3 histones (H3NtT) in reconstituted 601 mononu-
cleosomes, we designed four fluorescently labeled wild
type and four H2A R81E/R88E mutated nucleosome con-
structs (Figure 1A, see Materials and Methods, Supple-
mentary Methods); all labeled with donor fluorophores
on the H3NtTs at position K9C and an acceptor fluo-
rophore at various DNA positions. The systematic variation
of DNA labeling positions allowed us to monitor proximity
or interactions between H3NtT and the nucleosomal DNA
to unravel the distance preferences and dynamics of the
H3NtT. First, we performed fast, well-established ensemble
FRET measurements using a Typhoon multimode imager
(34,41,45) to monitor changes in proximity ratio as a func-
tion of the NaCl concentration in wild type and mutated
nucleosomes. We either tracked averaged proximity changes
between the H3NtT and the DNA linker arm (constructs Eα

and Lα(170)) or the H3NtT and the inner DNA gyre close
to the dyad axis (constructs Dyα and Dyβ) (Figure 1B, C).
Data sets were fitted with one- or multi-sigmoidal functions
(Equation 2), yielding c1/2-values for the NaCl concentra-
tions where the averaged proximity ratio P reaches 50% of
the corresponding step height (global fit is presented in Fig-
ure 1B and C, independent fits are shown in Supplementary
Figure S4A and B, complete table of global fit results can
be found in Supplementary Table S1).

The ensemble FRET measurements revealed that in all
samples the average distances between the donor on H3NtT
and the acceptor on the DNA were within a FRET-sensitive
range (<100 Å) at low NaCl concentrations. The decrease
of the normalized proximity ratio as a function of the NaCl
concentration shows, that in wt nucleosomes the contact
between the H3NtT and the DNA linker arm is disrupted
at rather low NaCl concentrations with c1/2 = 596 ± 12
mM for E� and L�(170). In contrast, the contact between
the H3NtT and the inner DNA gyre is disrupted at higher
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the used labeled constructs and ensemble analysis of salt-induced proximity changes between H3NtT and the nucle-
osomal DNA. (A) In the cartoon representations H2A–H2B dimer on �-side is shown in orange, H2A–H2B dimer on �-side is shown in yellow, (H3–H4)2
tetramer in turquoise, DNA in gray. The black triangle on the H2A–H2B dimers indicates mutated nucleosomes bearing two point mutations in the �3
domain of H2A, namely H2A R81E/R88E. The donor on H3K9C is shown as a green circle. The acceptor is shown as a red circle and labeling positions
on the DNA are given as relative base shifts to the dyad axis. Dy�: acceptor close to dyad axis at position −9, Dy�: acceptor close to dyad axis at position
+21, E�: acceptor at the end of a 170 bp long DNA at position −77, L�(170): acceptor at position −77 on a 210 bp long DNA, mut: nucleosomes bearing
the H2A R81E/R88E mutation. (B) Ensemble FRET analysis of distance changes between wild type H3NtT and various positions on the DNA. For
visualization, data were normalized to the maximal and minimal amplitude of the sigmoidal fit (Equation 2). Labeled nucleosomes were measured at 300
pM total concentration after 1 h incubation in buffers with different NaCl content. (C) Ensemble FRET analysis of distance changes between H3NtT and
the DNA in mutated nucleosomes. Inflection points of the proximity curves are significantly lower in mutD� and mutDy� nucleosomes; curve progression
is changed to two-step behavior in E� and L�(170), indicating allosteric effects induced by the mutation. (D) Results of global fit of Equation (2) to the
data in B, C (for full set of fit parameters and individual fits see Supplementary Table S1 and Figure S4, respectively). Empty fields: parameter not needed
in the fit, joint fields: global parameter.

NaCl concentrations (Dy�: c1/2 = 806 ± 3 mM, Dy�: c1/2
= 819 ± 3 mM). This finding is in good agreement with
previous studies focusing on nucleosome stability, utilizing
labeling positions in the core particle (12,14,34). However,
a comparison between the curve progression for the sam-
ple with acceptor on the inner DNA gyre ((Dy� and Dy�)
and the sample with acceptor on the DNA linker arm (E�

and L�(170)) reveals significant differences. While the av-
eraged proximity between the H3NtT and the DNA linker
arm decreases gradually (increase in distance) with a broad
transition width (E� and L�(170): b = 112 ± 11 mM, Sup-
plementary Table S1; the parameter b is used as a measure
for the half-width of the transition), the proximity between

the H3NtT and the inner DNA gyre is stable till 700 mM
and decreases very fast thereafter with a narrow transition
width (Dy�: b = 34 ± 2 mM, Dy�: b = 20 ± 2 mM, Sup-
plementary Table S1). This rather abrupt change in distance
leads to the assumption that the loss of the contact between
H3NtT and the inner DNA gyre (Dy� and Dy�) is cou-
pled to the internal weakening of the DNA �-side (c1/2 =
783 ± 5 mM (13)) and initializes the release of the second,
more weakly bound �-dimer (c1/2 = 866 ± 33 mM (13)) (for
a comprehensive disassembly scheme see Conclusion). The
almost linear curve progression for the H3NtT:DNA linker
arm contact instead (E� and L�(170)) can be explained by
a successive loss of the protein:DNA contacts (TA steps)
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described earlier (60). Accordingly, a progressive opening
of the outer DNA gyre occurs, i.e. DNA ends are grad-
ually moving away from the dyad axis and from H3NtT.
Despite the electrostatic interaction between the negatively
charged linker DNA arm and the positively charged hi-
stone tails, no differences were detected for different to-
tal DNA lengths (L�(170) with 210 bp and E� with170
bp total length, both labeled at position −77), i.e. 20 bp
DNA overhanging on each side have no detectable effect
on the average H3NtT conformation. This finding corrob-
orates the results of cross-linking experiments (31) suggest-
ing that a certain linker length of the nucleosomal DNA is
important for the binding of the H3NtT to the linker DNA
where crosslinking yields increased between 147 and 170 bp,
reaching a saturation level at 170 bp. Taken together, our
study is in line with their suggestion, that contacts between
H3NtT and linker DNA could be concentrated within the
first ≈12 bp of linker DNA on each side of their symmetric
constructs. The similar c1/2-values of the two opposing sides
of the inner gyre (Dy�/Dy�) lead us to hypothesize that the
reported asymmetric opening of 601 nucleosomes, which
was observed for the H2A-H2B dimer release (13,15,42),
plays only a subordinate role in respect to the interactions
between H3NtT and the inner DNA gyre. Hence, the lo-
cal geometry of the nucleosome particle in the inner gyre
is only weakly affected by the described asymmetry even
though the weaker bound H2A:H2B dimer (on the �-side)
is already evicted.

Next, we analyzed how mutations in helix �3 of H2A may
affect H3NtT:DNA interactions (Figure 1C). Initially, the
importance of this region was predicted from molecular dy-
namics simulations which aimed at unraveling the impact of
H3 tail removal on the structure of the nucleosome core par-
ticle (27). A structural comparison between wt and H3 tail-
less nucleosomes suggested an altered orientation and thus
a more negatively charged helix �3 (27), even without di-
rect interactions between the H3NtT and the H2A helix �3
(1,61). We have recently shown by all atom MD simulations
of mutated nucleosomes that charge-modifying mutations
in helix �3 of H2A at positions R81 and R88 play a fun-
damental role for nucleosome core stability (34). H2A R81
is centrally important for stabilizing the H3 �N-helix and
the H2A C-loop (N89–V100) while R88 is important for
maintaining the intact structure of the H2A C-loop and for
interaction with the H2A C-tail (34). Ensemble and single-
molecule FRET experiments revealed a destabilizing effect
of those mutations and an allosteric influence on the H3
tail interactions and dynamics was hypothesized (34). In the
present study we choose the H2A R81E/R88E mutant (si-
multaneous exchange of two positively charged arginines
by negatively charged glutamic acids), which was shown
to lead to a pronounced destabilization of the nucleosome
core. The comparison of the results from ensemble FRET
measurements with wt nucleosomes shows that the c1/2-
values for interactions between the inner DNA gyre and
H3NtT (mutDy�: c1/2 = 708 ± 9 mM, mutDy�: c1/2 = 743 ±
9 mM) were slightly, but significantly weakened by the H2A
mutations (Figure 1C and D). This long-range, allosteric ef-
fect of the H2A R81E/R88E mutation is even more promi-
nent for interactions between H3NtT and the outer DNA
gyre/linker DNA, as both c1/2-value and curve shape are

significantly altered upon mutations within the nucleosome
core (mutE� and mutL�(170)). Here, in comparison to wt
nucleosomes the linear regression for the contact probabil-
ity is changed to a multi-step progression. Note, that the
NaCl range of the first step (mutE� and mutL�(170), c1/2 =
310 ± 6 mM) coincides with the already reported very early
release of the mutated H2A proteins (c1/2 = 336 ± 3 mM
(34)). After the release of both mutated H2A–H2B dimers
the remaining mutE� tetrasome ((H3–H4)2-tetramer and
DNA) rests in the second plateau (between 400 and 600
mM). At higher NaCl concentrations the decrease of P is
similar for mutE� and wt E� samples. The unique increase
in proximity ratio for mutL�(170) between 600 and 800 mM
NaCl suggests the existence of residual interactions between
the H3NtT and the longer linker DNA (DNA length 210
bp). Thus, an increased linker DNA might facilitate the in-
teraction of the H3NtT with the linker DNA after dimer
release. Altogether, these results show that the H3NtT is lo-
calized within the FRET sensitive regime from the core and
linker DNA and that distance changes during salt-induced
nucleosome disassembly can be tracked. This way we can
determine distance ranges between histone tails and the nu-
cleosomal DNA which are not deducible from the crystal
structures. To analyze the H3NtT interactions and its dy-
namics further, we performed single-molecule FRET (sm-
FRET) measurements.

smFRET unveils H3NtT:DNA configurations and allostery
between the H2A helix �3 and H3NtT

FRET-based single-molecule techniques can be used for a
detailed structural and kinetic analysis of transient struc-
tures in an ensemble and have already been applied to
various aspects of nucleosome structure and dynamics
(13,14,34,39,40,62–64). Combining PIE and MFD, the flu-
orescence signal can be classified according to e.g. spec-
tral response, lifetime and polarization. smFRET enables
the separation of conformational states of the H3NtT and
thereby elucidates its structural dynamics. To unravel the
H3NtT interactions we focus on the Dy� nucleosomal con-
structs where the acceptor label is on the core DNA and
both H3 tails are labeled with donor. A total nucleosome
concentration of 2 nM (40 pM labeled nucleosomes) was
chosen to avoid spontaneous, unwanted nucleosome dis-
integration. An example for a two-dimensional burst his-
togram (PIE plot) of stoichiometry SPIE versus intensity-
based FRET efficiency EFRET at 100 mM NaCl is shown in
Figure 2A.

Three distinct FRET species with different stoichiome-
try ratios and FRET efficiency levels can be distinguished
in the plot: (i) D1A: SPIE = 0.5, EFRET = 0.43, (ii) D1D2A:
SPIE = 0.65, EFRET = 0.27 and (iii) D2A: SPIE = 0.5, EFRET
= 0.13. The species were named according to their intrin-
sic stoichiometry of bright fluorophores, as a stoichiome-
try ratio SPIE = 0.5 corresponds to molecules with only one
donor and one acceptor, whereas SPIE = 0.65 is related to
the particles with two donors and one acceptor. Keeping in
mind nearly 100% labeling efficiency of H3NtT and DNA
molecules, intact nucleosomes should always contain two
donor and one acceptor dyes (SPIE = 0.65, Figure 2A and
Supplementary Figure S1A).
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Figure 2. MFD-PIE analysis of H3NtT:DNA interactions and sub-ensemble donor decay analysis in presence of FRET based on donor–acceptor distance
distribution. Data for all plots are obtained at 100 mM NaCl from 40 pM Dy� nucleosomes in the presence of 1960 pM or 260 pM unlabeled nucleosomes.
(A) MFD-plot for stoichiometry, SPIE (Equation 6) versus FRET efficiency EFRET (Equation 5). Subspecies (D1A, D2A and D1D2A) are identified
according to their position in the 2D distribution and indicated with circles. (B) Sub-ensemble histogram of the donor fluorescence intensity decay (lower
left panel) from the selected FRET bursts (wine box in Figure 2A) and best fit model curve (green line). The decay histogram was analyzed by two models
composed of two and three species (lower right panel): (M1) one Gaussian distributed distance (blue dashed line) and a donor-acceptor NoFRET-species
(purple dashed line, corresponding to the distances larger than 95 Å), and (M2) two Gaussian distributed distances (cyan and blue lines) and a donor-
acceptor NoFRET-species (magenta vertical line, corresponding to the distances larger than 95 Å) (see Material and Methods: Sub-ensemble TCSPC).
The weighted residuals shown on top with the reduced sum of the weighted squared deviation between the model and the data of the decay histogram, χ2

r ,
demonstrate that higher fit quality was achieved by model M2. (C) Visualization of the dye accessible volume mean positions (spheres) for donors on both
H3NtTs estimated from two distinct MD simulations: nucleosome without linker DNA (147 bp) (34): green––H3NtT�, orange––H3NtT�, and nucleosome
with linker DNA (187 bp) (25): blue––H3NtT�, purple––H3NtT� (lighter shades indicate later simulation time). The accessible volume of the acceptor
position +21 bp is shown as transparent red surface, the corresponding mean position is shown as a sphere. The preferential interaction areas of the linker
DNA with the histone tails that were identified by crosslinking studies (31) are highlighted in magenta. (D) 〈RDA〉E distance distributions from two distinct
MD traces in (C) computed by FPS (45) for the four cases. Two separate populations are clearly visible for H3NtT� (38–68 Å) and H3NtT� (95–120 Å).
These distance ranges agree well with the two distance ranges of experimental observations (gray regions) obtained by sub-ensemble time correlated single
photon counting (seTCSPC) decay histogram analysis, Table 1.

Reasons for the observed three SPIE-values in presence of
FRET can be deduced from donor seTCSPC fluorescence
decay analysis (or sub-ensemble time-resolved FRET anal-
ysis) (Figure 2B). For the sub-ensemble analysis, we selected
the FRET bursts highlighted in Figure 2A as described
in Materials and Methods: Multi-parameter Fluorescence
Detection. As the structural fluctuations of the molecular
backbone should be small on the fluorescence lifetime scale
of the dyes (ns), we applied a two-step incremental sub-
ensemble time-resolved FRET analysis to resolve which
FRET species contribute to a selection of FRET bursts so
that a minimum number of FRET species is revealed. In the
first step, the specific donor decay was generated (Figure 2B)
from all FRET bursts (wine rectangle of Figure 2A) and fit-

ted with two different models: (M1) a single FRET species
with a Gaussian distance RDA distribution and a NoFRET
species, and (M2) two FRET species with a Gaussian 〈R(i )

DA〉
distance distribution and a NoFRET species. (Equations 7–
9). In both models the half-widths of Gaussian distributed
distances were fixed to 6 Å. The residuals and correspond-
ing parameter for the goodness-of-fit (χ2

r ) are presented for
both fits on the top panel of Figure 2B. As the fit qual-
ity of the second model was significantly better, judged by
a χ2

r value much closer to the optimal value of 1 and flat
weighted residuals, we subsequently used it for independent
sub-ensemble time-resolved FRET analysis of wt and mu-
tated samples. In the next step, specific donor decays were
generated from selected bursts for each of the three shown
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Table 1. Mean interdye distances 〈R(i )
DA〉 and their relative fractions (xi) estimated from sub-ensemble time-resolved FRET analysis for Dy� and mutDy�

(Supplementary Note 3).

Sample Population 〈R(1)
DA 〉[Å] x1

* 〈R(2)
DA 〉[Å] x2

* x3, NoFRET

Dy� All FRET bursts 38.9 0.08 63.1 0.37 0.56
D1A 41.3 0.15 63.8 0.53 0.32
D2A 28.0 0.05 67.7 0.33 0.62
D1D2A 38.9 0.06 63.1 0.46 0.48

mutDy� All FRET bursts 27.0 0.21 59.6 0.29 0.49
D1A 33.8 0.19 57.0 0.45 0.36
D2A 23.9 0.27 62.9 0.23 0.50
D1D2A 35.3 0.11 60.8 0.43 0.46

*xi
=x(i )

DA (1 − xNoFRET), x3 = xNoFRET

populations (Figure 2A: D1A, D1D2A and D2A) and fit-
ted with the second model (M2) with fixed half-widths (6 Å)
of the Gaussian distance distribution to find heterogeneities
between populations within the considered FRET bursts se-
lection. The results of the independent sub-ensemble time-
resolved FRET analysis (Table 1) for Dy� and mutDy� nu-
cleosomes reveal the existence of a broad and complex flu-
orescence lifetime distribution. Based on Table 1 (ignoring
distances shorter than 34 Å due to the large error in this
distance range), up to three distinct ranges of 〈R(i )

DA〉 dis-
tances become evident from all results: (i) 34–42 Å, (ii) 57–
60 Å and (iii) 61–68 Å. Additionally, all populations con-
tain a significant fraction of donor that is not quenched by
FRET (32–62%), even though we have selected the double
labeled population in Figure 2A. This NoFRET species is
characterized by the same bi-exponential fluorescence de-
cay as the donor only sample (4.08 ns (87%) and 1.3 ns
(13%)).

To relate the distances found by sub-ensemble time-
resolved FRET analysis to potential H3NtT conformations
and to estimate possible interdye distances for Dy� nucleo-
somes, we used the trajectories from all atom molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations of a nucleosome (147 bp DNA,
250 ns) by Lehmann et al. (34) and of a nucleosome with
linker DNA (total length 187 bp, 1 �s) by Shaytan et al. (25).
The computed accessible volume and the respective mean
positions for both donors on the H3NtTs at position K9C
and for the acceptor on the DNA near the dyad axis (+21
bp) are shown in Figure 2C. The mean positions of K9C
in each frame of the trajectories are represented by small
spheres. Notably, each H3NtT seems to prefer a rather ex-
tended conformation in presence of linker DNA. To visual-
ize this relationship we computed 〈RDA〉E distances by FPS
(59) from both simulation trajectories, yielding a distribu-
tion of FRET-averaged donor to acceptor distances (Fig-
ure 2D). Now, two separate main populations are clearly
visible, which nicely match the seTCSPC derived distance
ranges (H3NtT�: ∼38–68 Å and H3NtT�: 95–120 Å). The
distance between the donor on H3NtT� and the acceptor is
beyond the distance resolvable by FRET (∼100 Å for the
A488–Cy5 dye pair). Recalling the observed two SPIE val-
ues (0.5 and 0.65), we hypothesize a conformational state
of H3NtT in which the donor dye is trapped on the nu-
cleosome core surface so that it can be quenched and its
brightness drops dramatically (Supplementary Figure S2).
Consequently, the observed high fraction of NoFRET life-

time is caused by a configuration in which the donor on
H3NtT� is dim and the donor on H3NtT� is bright, but RDA
> 100 Å. As the H3NtT is supposed to be highly dynamic,
we use two dimensional MFD plots where two FRET in-
dicators, the intensity-based FRET efficiency and the flu-
orescence weighted average lifetime of the donor in pres-
ence of acceptor (〈τD(A)〉F) are plotted versus each other,
(Figure 3A, B, D, E) to distinguish between FRET popu-
lations that are static or dynamic during the burst duration.
While the orange line represents the EFRET–〈τD(A)〉F rela-
tion for static FRET species, the magenta line represents
the EFRET–〈τD(A)〉F relation for dynamic FRET species (all
parameters for the FRET lines are described in Supplemen-
tary Note 1). Static species would be localized on the orange
line, whereas dynamic species are on the magenta line (5,56).
Considering Dy� nucleosomes at 100 mM NaCl, a signifi-
cant fraction of bursts deviate from the static line and fall
on the dynamic line (Figure 3A). Furthermore, no clearly
separated populations are detectable, which gives rise to
the assumption of a highly dynamic system with multiple
interaction modes. By comparing wild type nucleosomes
(Dy�, Figure 3A) with those mutated on H2A histones
(mutDy�, Figure 3B), we observe an even broader distribu-
tion with an increased fraction of species with low FRET
efficiency. Moreover, dynamic Photon Distribution Analy-
sis (dynPDA) detects a decreased fraction of static FRET
species (a detailed discussion follows below in the section:
Multiple FRET species are needed to describe H3NtT dy-
namics). The sum of static species in Dy� nucleosomes is
∼55 % in contrast to ∼25 % in mutDy� nucleosomes (Fig-
ure 3C).

Corresponding MFD-PIE experiments and analyses
were done for E� and mutE� nucleosomes (Figure 3D and
E) to study the distances between the linker DNA and the
H3NtT. By changing the acceptor labeling position from the
dyad axis to the linker DNA end, we can clearly demon-
strate the existence of a species with a high FRET efficiency
in E� nucleosomes. The corresponding dynamic transitions
lead to a broadened dynF peak (Figure 3D), which is dimin-
ished in mutE� nucleosomes (Figure 3E). We therefore con-
clude that this high FRET species can be attributed to an
interaction of the H3NtT with the linker DNA arm which
vanishes upon H2A R81E/R88E mutation. DynPDA re-
sults also show that the prevalence of the static species is
decreased due to H2A R81E/R88E mutation (Figure 3F,
E�: ∼19 %, mutE�: ∼12 %). For E� nucleosomes both flu-
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Figure 3. MFD analysis of H3NtT:DNA interactions in presence of FRET. (A) Dy�: FRET efficiency (EFRET) plotted versus fluorescence weighted average
donor lifetime (〈τD(A)〉F). (B) FRET efficiency (EFRET) versus fluorescence weighted average donor lifetime (〈τD(A)〉F) for mutDy� nucleosomes. (C) Total
static fractions of wt Dy� (red bar) and mutDy� (green bar) nucleosome samples obtained by dynPDA. (D) E�: FRET efficiency (EFRET) plotted versus
fluorescence weighted donor lifetime (〈τD(A)〉F). (E) FRET efficiency (EFRET) versus fluorescence weighted average donor lifetime (〈τD(A)〉F) for mutE�

nucleosomes. (F) Total static fractions of wt E� (red bar) and mutE� (green bar) nucleosome samples obtained by dynPDA. The orange line represents the
EFRET–〈τD(A)〉F relation for static FRET species (all parameters for the FRET lines are described in Supplementary Note 1). The magenta line represents
the EFRET–〈τD〉F relation for dynamic FRET species. The comparison of the total static fractions in Dy� and E� nucleosome samples demonstrates the
fast dynamics of the DNA arm.

orophores, donor and acceptor, are attached to highly dy-
namic parts of the nucleosome (H3 tail and linker DNA
arm, respectively). Thus, the increased fraction of dynamic
species of E� in comparison to Dy� nucleosomes can be as-
signed to the additional dynamics of the linker DNA.

The comparison between Dy� and mutDy� as well as be-
tween E� and mutE� nucleosomes directly shows that the
H3NtT dynamics are affected by the mutations within the
nucleosome core which confirms the assumed long-range ef-
fects. This, in fact, is a conclusive proof of the proposed al-
lostery between the helix �3 of H2A and H3NtT.

Structural model for H3NtT conformations and their multi-
ple interaction modes

Based on the results of the sub-ensemble time-resolved
FRET analysis combined with MD simulations and FRET

screening (Figure 2C) (59), and quenching (analog to PIFE,
but rhodamines are rather quenched and not enhanced
(65)), we propose a structural model (Figure 4A), assum-
ing four conformational states for each H3NtT indepen-
dently. These four states can be divided into two groups
based on donor dye quenching. Group I consists of three
states where the donor is bright because the tail is primar-
ily associated with DNA so that quenching is prevented
(66). Group II has one state where the donor is dim because
the tail is in proximity to quenching amino acid residues
on the histone core (Supplementary Figure S2). To account
for the distance ranges found in seTCSPC decay histogram
analysis of Dy� and mutDy� nucleosomes, we denote the
three bright FRET species in group I as: (i) compact with
〈RDA〉≈ 39 Å, (ii) compact* with 〈RDA〉≈ 58 Å and (iii) ex-
tended with 〈RDA〉≈ 64 Å. Note that all three distances fit
into the first gray region defined by the MD simulations
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Figure 4. Structural model for H3NtT conformations and observed transitions in nucleosomes. (A) Proposed four conformational states for each H3NtT.
The dynPDA model reveals three possible transitions between them: (i) compact ↔ compact*, (ii) compact* ↔ extended and (iii) compact* ↔ protein
associated/dim state. (B) Assignment of all possible combinations of the assumed H3NtT conformations (NH3NtTa x NH3NtTb = 4 × 2 = 8) to the five
static FRET states. The dynPDA model with five static states was defined based on sub-ensemble donor decay analysis results. The states are named with
respect to their corresponding FRET efficiency level. The RDA distances were extracted from the MFD measurements by dynPDA analysis. The average
FRET efficiencies, 〈E〉, for species with two bright donors were calculated as arithmetical mean of two FRET efficiencies corresponding to the shown RD�A
and RD�A distances (67). Bright donor and acceptor fluorophores are shown as green or red stars, respectively. Dim donor fluorophores are shown as dark
green circles. (C) dynPDA model containing five static states and seven dynamics species. Green and orange arrows correspond to possible transitions in wt
nucleosomes and mutated nucleosomes, respectively. Filled arrows indicate that transitions are significantly populated (>7%), whereas open arrows refer
to transitions, which are allowed in the dynPDA model, but are not significantly populated according to the PDA global fit. Three transitions are generally
excluded based on direct structural transition defined in (A): HF↔NoFRET, HF↔VLF and VLF↔NoFRET.
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A B

C D

Figure 5. Dynamic Photon Distribution Analysis (dynPDA) of Dy� and mutDy� nucleosomes reveals frequency of conversion between H3NtT confor-
mations and allosteric effects. Bursts were divided into 1, 2 and 3 ms (presented here) time windows and the resulting three apparent donor-acceptor
distance histograms were used for global fitting. Their distribution function was approximated by seven interconverting, dynamic species (dyn(HF↔MF),
dyn(MF↔LF), dyn(HF↔LF), dyn(MF↔VLF), dyn(LF↔VLF), dyn(MF↔NoFRET) and dyn(LF↔NoFRET), lower panels B and D) and five static
states (HF, MF, LF, VLF and NoFRET, top panels B and D). Donor-acceptor distances (x-axis) were calculated from integer photon counts and are
affected by photon shot noise, leading to not entirely smooth distributions. Normalized contribution: the area of each distribution on these model plots is
proportional to the fraction of the corresponding species. The total area of all species multiplied by the total number of time windows in the histogram repre-
sents the area under the experimental data histogram. (A) (dyn)PDA of 40 pM Dy� plus 1960 pM unlabeled nucleosomes at 100 mM NaCl (corresponding
MFD–PIE plot shown in Figure 2A). Best fit quality is shown as weighted residuals (w. res.) in the upper panel (black line). In order to demonstrate contri-
bution of dynamic species, weighted residuals are presented (gray line) with only three major (dyn(MF↔LF), dyn(MF↔VLF) and dyn(MF↔NoFRET))
and without all (light gray line) dynamic species in the top two panels. (B) Model distribution of 〈RDA〉E distances for Dy� nucleosomes. For the limit
of large photon counts (i.e. no shot noise), the distance distribution is calculated by a sum of five Gaussian-distributed probabilities of donor-acceptor
distances (top panel) and seven allowed dynamic transitions between pairs of those static species (lower panel) (56). (C) dynPDA of 40 pM mutDy� plus
1960 pM unlabeled nucleosomes at 100 mM NaCl (corresponding MFD–PIE plot is shown in Supplementary Figure S2B). Best fit quality is shown by
weighted residuals (w. res.) in the upper panel (black line). In order to demonstrate contribution of dynamic species, weighted residuals are presented (gray
line) with only four major (dyn(MF↔LF), dyn(MF↔VLF), dyn(MF↔NoFRET) and dyn(LF↔NoFRET)) and without any dynamic species (light gray
line) in top two panels. (D) Model distribution of 〈RDA〉E distances for mutDy� nucleosomes. The shot noise free distance distribution is calculated by a
sum of five Gaussian-distributed probabilities of donor-acceptor distances (top panel) and seven allowed dynamic transitions between pairs of those static
species (lower panel, pathways see Figure 4B) (56).
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(Figure 2D). All possible combinations of tail conformers
within the whole nucleosome (Figure 4C) result in multiple
interaction sites with at least eight fluorescent species (Fig-
ure 4B).

As the H3NtT appeared to be highly dynamic (see sec-
tion: smFRET unveils H3NtT:DNA configurations and al-
lostery between the H2A helix �3 and H3NtT), our dyn-
PDA model accounts for both static and dynamic FRET
species. Moreover, we assume three reversible conforma-
tional transitions (Figure 4A) for each H3NtT, two with a
stepwise distance increase and one leading to a dim donor
state: (i) compact ↔ compact*, (ii) compact* ↔ extended
and (iii) compact* ↔ protein associated/dim state. We also
assume that both H3NtT (on the �- and �-side) can adopt
these conformations independently. While we expect signif-
icant FRET for H3NtT�, the expected FRET efficiency of
H3NtT� is approximately zero (〈RDA〉 > 100 Å in Figure 2C
and D, see Materials and Methods: Estimation of possible
RDA distances from molecular dynamics trajectory). Thus,
for H3NtT� we can only distinguish between two donor
states: bright and dim.

In Figure 4B, all possible combinations of the proposed
H3NtT structural states are assigned to the estimated dis-
tances 〈RDA〉 (calculated by seTCSPC decay analysis) and
the corresponding mean FRET efficiencies, 〈E〉. The aver-
age FRET efficiencies for species with two bright donors
correspond to the arithmetical mean of two FRET effi-
ciencies, E� and E� (67). While different conformations of
H3NtT� in combination with a dark H3NtT� donor ex-
hibit only a negligible FRET efficiency (0.02 (NoFRET)),
the three bright conformers of H3NtT� in combination
with a dark H3NtT� donor result into significantly different
FRET efficiencies: 0.26 (LF), 0.51 (MF) and 0.76 (HF). In
this way, altogether five apparent FRET species and a com-
pletely dark species are expected (see below section: Multi-
ple FRET species are needed to describe H3NtT dynamics)
that are grouped into five average FRET efficiency levels:
HF (0.85), MF (0.34, 0.43), LF (0.22, 0.18), VLF (0.12) and
NoFRET (0.02). For comparison, the 〈RDA〉E distances ob-
tained from dynPDA by a global fit assuming 5 static species
are also presented in Figure 4B.

Multiple FRET species are needed to describe H3NtT dy-
namics

As a next step, we analyzed the dynamics of the H3NtT
relative to the dyad axis of the nucleosome by dynPDA
and studied the influence of the H2A R81E/R88E mu-
tations on this. Based on the structural (Figure 4A) and
the spectroscopic assignment (Figure 4B), we identified
seven potential transitions (open and filled arrows in Fig-
ure 4C) between the five static FRET species identified
above (blue boxes in Figure 4C) and we could exclude
three transitions dyn(HF↔VLF), dyn(HF↔NoFRET) and
dyn(VLF↔NoFRET). We used this general unbiased ki-
netic model for the dynPDA analysis in Figure 5 to ad-
dress three main questions: (i) Are all seven transitions be-
tween the FRET species actually needed for a good fit of
wt (green) and mutated (orange) nucleosomes? (ii) Which
FRET species are involved and to which conformational

states do they correspond? (iii) Which species are dynamic
and which rate constants do the transitions have?

DynPDA has been especially developed recently for fit-
ting these spiky and broad parameter histograms of single-
molecule FRET measurements (56,57) because it explicitly
considers the stochastic and digital nature of photon emis-
sion, background signal, spectral crosstalk and dynamic ex-
change between states that further broadens the histogram
(further details see Material and Methods: Dynamic PDA).
The recovered FRET efficiencies are directly expressed as
apparent 〈RDA〉E distribution histograms (see Material and
Methods: Calculation of RDA distances) for the discussion
of their structural features.

To differentiate between the distinct FRET species repre-
senting different H3NtT conformers in dynPDA, we use a
two-dimensional analysis approach by fitting data with dis-
tinct chemical conditions (three NaCl concentrations) and
with distinct temporal resolution (data integration in three
time windows of 1, 2 and 3 ms). Representative plots for
Dy� and mutDy� nucleosomes at 100 mM NaCl and 2 nM
total nucleosome concentration are shown in Figure 5A and
C, respectively.

With respect to the number of FRET species, we found
for both nucleosome variants that the highest fit qual-
ity (black residuals r1 in top panel of Figure 5A and C)
was achieved by the dynPDA model with 5 static and 7
dynamic species. In Dy� nucleosomes three of the static
species (LF: 〈RDA〉E = 61.9 Å, VLF: 〈RDA〉E = 74.5 Å, and
NoFRET: 〈RDA〉E = 98.7 Å) and only three dynamic species
dyn(MF↔LF), dyn(LF↔VLF) and dyn(MF↔NoFRET)
are significantly populated (Figure 5B, see also Figure 6C
and E). Notwithstanding the miniscule contribution of the
other four dynamic species (dyn(HF↔MF), dyn(HF↔LF),
dyn(MF↔VLF), and dyn(LF↔NoFRET)), the fit quality
already drops significantly when contributions of those four
dynamic species are excluded from the dynPDA model (gray
residuals r2 in Figure 5A and C, top panels) by setting their
fractions equal to 0. Fit quality drops dramatically (light
gray residuals r3 in Figure 5A and C, top panels) if all dy-
namic species are excluded, which corroborates the presence
of significant fractions of dynamic nucleosome species seen
also on the MFD plots in Figure 2.

In conclusion, even though all transitions in Figure 4C
are present, the distinct fits by dynPDA show that only
certain transitions are significantly populated (>7%) and
are visible as dynamic species (filled arrows in Figure 4C),
which are distinct for Dy� and mutDy� nucleosomes.

Assigning FRET species to conformational states

To address the second question on the structural features
of the FRET species, we consider the introduced structural
model in Figure 4A and the corresponding assignment to
FRET species in Figure 4B. From this, it is evident that
the three prominent static fluorescence species (LF, VLF
and NoFRET in Figure 5B) can be attributed to various
conformational states of the H3NtT�. Thus, the majority
of the wt H3NtT� seems to be in dynamic exchange be-
tween extended/compact* and dim states. We hypothesize
that the compact* and the dim state are enabled by sponta-
neous DNA opening that is accompanied by a structural
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rearrangement of the H3 tail as previously suggested by
MD simulation results by Voltz et al. (68). They proposed
a turn-like structure of the H3 tail within the gap between
nucleosome core and the detached DNA (68). Addition-
ally, mononucleosomes reconstituted on the Widom 601
DNA sequence are asymmetric due to the DNA sequence,
which was seen in mechanical and salt induced dissociation
(13,15,42,69). We find that the dim conformational state is
less favored in H3NtT� than in H3NtT� as static MF and
HF species are only sparsely populated (Figure 5B, see also
Figure 4C). Hence, the dim donor state is more favorable on
the less stable �-side H3NtT where the DNA opens more
easily. This leads to the assumption that upon DNA open-
ing the H3NtT is trapped within the gap between nucleo-
some core and the detached DNA in both the compact* and
the protein associated state (dim donor state) (see Figure
4A). The extended state can be assigned to an association of
the H3NtT to the linker DNA, as a high FRET species was
found for E� (Figure 3D). The middle FRET (MF) species
is the most prominent one at very low salt concentration (5
mM NaCl) (Figure 5B), where nucleosomes are supposed
to be in the closed conformation (D1D2A in Supplemen-
tary Figure S1A). Thus, we assume that both H3NtTs are
in compact conformation.

The comparison of the normalized contributions of
fitted distance distributions for Dy� and mutDy� nucle-
osomes (Figure 5B and D) shows two salient differences:
(I) Different static and dynamic species are populated
in mutDy� nucleosomes as compared to wt. The most
populated static species in mutDy� are MF, LF, NoFRET
together with four (dyn(HF↔LF), dyn(MF↔VLF),
dyn(MF↔NoFRET), dyn(LF↔NoFRET)) out of the
seven permitted dynamic species (Figure 5D, see also
Figure 6D and F). (II) The dynamic species are gen-
erally more populated at expenses of the static ones in
mutDy�. This increase of H3NtT dynamics is a further
confirmation of the proposed allostery between the helix
�3 of H2A within the nucleosome core on the H3NtT
dynamics. The H2A R81E/R88E mutations in mutDy�

nucleosomes seem to stabilize the transient MF species and
simultaneously destabilize the LF and VLF species, and
to significantly increase dynamic transition from LF into
HF and NoFRET (dyn(HF↔LF), dyn(LF↔NoFRET)).
Based on these findings, we conclude that the destabilizing
effect of the H2A R81E/R88E is accompanied by an
increased probability of DNA breathing/unwrapping and
H3NtTs dynamics, leading to a significant loss of the
extended H3NtT conformation in mutated nucleosomes
(see Figure 3E).

NaCl concentration and mutations in H2A helix �3 affect
conversion between H3NtT conformations

To tackle the third question on the time scale of the dy-
namics and the associated species, we analyzed the influence
of increasing NaCl concentrations on the different FRET
species of Dy� and mutDy� nucleosomes. An overview of
the dynPDA results for 100 mM, 400 mM and 600 mM
NaCl concentrations can be found in Figure 6. For Dy�

nucleosomes only three dynamic species (dyn(MF↔LF),
dyn(LF↔VLF) and dyn(MF↔NoFRET)) have average

fractions >7% (Figure 6C) and their rate constants are
increasing with NaCl concentration (see Figure 6A). The
mutDy� nucleosomes instead exhibit four relevant dy-
namic species, namely dyn(HF↔LF), dyn(MF↔VLF),
dyn(MF↔NoFRET) and dyn(LF↔NoFRET) (Figure 6D)
and their corresponding rate constants appear to be rather
stable in the chosen NaCl concentrations range (Figure 6B).
The rate constants for Dy� range from 400 to 40000 s−1 i.e.
differ by a factor of ∼100. In contrast, the rate constants for
mutDy� range from 400 to 1600 s−1, and hence only differ
by a factor of ∼15. Overall, the dynamic exchange processes
in mutDy� are slower than in wt nucleosomes but the dy-
namic population is significantly higher (75% versus 43 %).

A direct comparison between the dynamic frac-
tion of Dy� and mutDy� nucleosomes (Figure 6C
and D) reveals, that the largest difference can be ob-
served for dyn(LF↔NoFRET). In Dy� the fraction of
dyn(LF↔NoFRET) is negligible up to 400 mM NaCl and
is only significantly populated at 600 mM NaCl concen-
tration, whereas it is strongly populated with a fraction of
∼ 20–25 % for mutDy�. However, in general the dynamic
fractions increase in Dy� nucleosomes with increasing
NaCl concentration, while mutDy� nucleosomes show an
opposing behavior. The increase of total static fraction
in mutDy� at 600 mM NaCl concentration (Figure 6F)
coincides with the early loss of the mutated H2A-H2B
dimers (c1/2 = 336 ± 3 mM (34)), which initially triggers
the more dynamic behavior at low NaCl concentration (see
conclusion).

In the last step, we calculated the total steady-state frac-
tion of each FRET species as a sum of the contributions
of static species plus those from all seven considered dy-
namic species (Figure 6G and H). The steady-state fractions
of Dy� nucleosomes remain rather constant (Figure 6G),
which indicates that the H3NtT conformations are inde-
pendent from the NaCl concentration in the studied range.
Only the MF species drops from ∼15% at 100 mM to ∼10%
with increasing NaCl concentration. As other FRET ex-
periments showed that salt-induced nucleosome disassem-
bly under the chosen conditions starts at NaCl concentra-
tions above 550 mM (12,45), nucleosome integrity can be
safely assumed for low NaCl concentrations (100 mM and
400 mM NaCl). Thus, we might detect some initial nucleo-
some disassembly at 600 mM in Dy� nucleosomes.

However, for mutDy� all steady-state fractions appear
to be dependent on the NaCl concentration (Figure 6H).
The NoFRET species fraction in mutDy� is significantly in-
creased (Dy�: 30%, mutDy� ∼ 45–55 %) and the LF species
is decreased (Dy�: ∼40%, mutDy�: 25% to ∼15%). These
findings agree well with the previous results showing that
the H2A R81E/R88E strongly destabilizes the core mutDy�

nucleosomes (34) along with salt-induced release of H2A–
H2B heterodimers >400 mM NaCl, so that we detect much
more incomplete nucleosomes at 600 mM NaCl.

CONCLUSION

Compaction into higher genome structures and gene ac-
cessibility is orchestrated by assembly and disassembly of
nucleosomes. The structural details and kinetic parameters
of nucleosome disassembly have been widely studied (12–
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Figure 6. The interconversion between possible H3NtT conformations depends on the NaCl concentrations and can be altered by allosteric effects. Consid-
ering different NaCl concentrations, rate constants from dynPDA fits are displayed only for dynamic species with an average fraction larger than 7% in (A)
Dy� and (B) mutDy� nucleosomes. The fractions of dynamic species in (C) Dy� and (D) mutDy� nucleosomes at different NaCl concentrations are shown
(the 7% limit is indicated by dashed line) together with the static species fractions in (E) Dy� and (F) mutDy� nucleosomes. The resulting total fractions of
static states in (G) Dy� and (H) mutDy� nucleosomes are also presented. The dynamic fractions Xd yn(A↔B) are redistributed to the limiting A and B states

proportional to the residence time in each state via rate constants (kAB, kBA) as X(B)
d yn(A↔B) = kAB

kAB+kB A
Xd yn(A↔B) and X(A)

d yn(A↔B) = kB A
kAB+kB A

Xd yn(A↔B)

The total fractions of the static states are calculated as a sum of static fraction and contributions from all considered dynamic fractions.
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14,24,38,41,42,70). Even though, the physiological impor-
tance of the H3NtT for maintaining nucleosome stability
(27,35,36,71) and its role as a target site for posttransla-
tional modifications (72–75) has been shown, H3NtT inter-
actions and its dynamics during nucleosome disassembly re-
mained unsolved. Here, we systematically studied proximity
changes between the H3NtT and certain positions on either
the nucleosomal inner DNA gyre or the linker DNA during
NaCl induced disassembly. Thus, we could obtain some an-
swers to the initially raised questions related to the H3NtT:

With respect to the localization of H3NtT, we revealed
that the wt H3NtT has multiple interaction modes with at
least four distinguishable configurations in which they may
arrest on the millisecond time scale (Figure 4C). Three of
these conformations are DNA associated and one is consid-
ered as histone protein associated. The dynamic properties
of H3NtT are inconsistent with the fast ns-chain dynam-
ics characteristic for a free and mainly unstructured pro-
tein chain (76). Thus, we conclude that the tail, as a whole,
is mainly not free and is located leastwise partially within
the FRET resolvable distance from the nucleosomal DNA.
The found huge dynamic range of timescales ranging from
quasi static (on the ms time scale) to highly dynamic species
(down to 10 �s) is indicative for a rich and complex energy
landscape with multiple interaction sites. With respect to
the whole nucleosome with two H3NtTs, we observe at least
eight fluorescent species (Figure 4B), which reflect the inter-
combination of tail configurations. It is important to note
that only certain dynamic transitions between these confor-
mations were detectable (Figure 4C).

Importantly, the population proportions are influenced
by the ionic conditions and internal modifications of the
nucleosomes. Mutations within the H2A helix �3 alter the
fraction of dynamic transitions, while the possible confor-
mations are not sensitive to the mutation. The importance
of the H2A helix �3 for nucleosome stability was first pre-
dicted by MD simulations on H3 tailless nucleosomes (27)
and confirmed by FRET experiments, revealing a destabi-
lizing effect of charge-modifying mutations within the helix
�3 (34). Notably, this charge-modifying mutation, namely
H2A R81E/R88E, is not only affecting stability (34) of the
nucleosome core and enhancing the asymmetry of the linker
DNA unwrapping (77) but is also accelerating the dynamics
of the H3 tail. This indicates that the multiple interaction
modes of H3NtT are subject to allosteric effects at a dis-
tance of >2–3 nm from the mutation. A possible transmis-
sion pathway might be that the mutation abolishes several
stable hydrogen bonds with the surrounding residues (34)
allowing higher flexibility of the tail. As suggested by Biswas
et al. (78) alternative structures – resulting from histone
variants, mutations or PTMs – were shown to be of key rel-
evance to our understanding of nucleosome (dis)assembly
pathways (12,13,34).

Finally, we elucidate how the nucleosome core affects
H3NtT configuration and its dynamics by studying the ef-
fects of increasing NaCl concentrations, which is a valuable
approach to study the effect of small influences on the nucle-
osome structure: sites (79) and kinetics (42) of DNA release
from the core particle, the origin of histones (41), single hi-
stone mutations (34) or PMTs (80), which could not be de-
tected otherwise. Therefore we inspected the NaCl-induced

distance changes during the nucleosome disassembly pro-
cess from different perspectives through systematic varia-
tion of labeling positions on the nucleosome core and the
nucleosomal DNA that we monitored over the past decades.
To this end, NaCl concentrations of 5 mM to 1.2 M are
used to cover not only the physiologically important range
but also higher concentrations, which may reveal potential
in vivo transitions as well. In Figure 7 we combine our ob-
servations presented here with earlier results (12,13) into a
comprehensive scheme of nucleosome disassembly. All re-
sults were obtained from freely diffusing mononucleosomes
(concentration of 300 pM to 2 nM) reconstituted on the
asymmetric Widom 601 DNA sequence and are subject to
change with DNA sequences, showing a delicate dynamic
equilibrium of tail and core particle conformations easily
being influenced by NaCl and mutations.

Taken together, we propose the following model with a
unified nomenclature for the location of the donor/acceptor
positions (D-A) monitoring the transition. The NaCl in-
duced nucleosome disassembly starts with a dynamic octa-
some (E�–E�) in which the dimer:tetramer interface opens
at the weaker �-side into a metastable intermediate that
is in rapid equilibrium with a conformation having a dis-
rupted dimer:tetramer interface at the �-side (13). This pro-
cess is coupled to nucleosome breathing, i.e. the linker DNA
opens and closes dynamically but is not yet significantly un-
wrapped. In this NaCl regime no significant change in dy-
namics of the H3NtT were detected, which indicates that
the H3NtT is following the movements of the DNA. The
disassembly process proceeds with the release of the �-
dimer (H2B�–Dy�) that results in the formation of dynamic
hexasomes (13). Further NaCl increase leads to weakening
of the H3NtT:linker DNA interaction (H3–E�) that is ac-
companied by an increase in the dynamics of the H3NtT
probed at the dyad (H3-Dy�) (Figure 1). Almost simultane-
ously a stepwise unwrapping of the �-DNA end (Dy�E�) is
detectable, indicating that weakening of the H3NtT:linker
DNA contact facilitates unwrapping of the DNA �-end.
The asymmetric DNA opening continues with unwrap-
ping of the DNA �-end (Dy�–E�) followed by an inter-
nal DNA loosening on the �-side (I�–I�) and a coupled re-
duction of the H3 tail inner DNA interaction (H3–Dy�,�)
within the hexasome. The subsequent release of the second
dimer (H2B�–Dy�) leads to the formation of the tetrasome.
The disassembly process is completed by the release of the
tetramer (H4–Dy�) (12).

This comprehensive nucleosome disassembly scheme un-
veils that the changes in H3NtT configurations coincide
with two major steps of the nucleosome disassembly pro-
cess: (I) unwrapping of the �-DNA end and (II) weakening
of the internal DNA on the �-side. These findings reveal
that the H3NtT is indeed following the movements of the
DNA and is thereby anchoring the linker DNA. This con-
firms the suggested role of the H3NtTs as ‘close pins’ that
traps the DNA against the histone core (33). Mutations in
the histone core (such as the mutant (R81E/R88E) of hi-
stone H2A) can be sensed by the H3-tail in an allosteric
manner leading to a ‘loss of function’ of the H3 tail that
is comparable to the in vivo observed destabilization of nu-
cleosomes due to enzymatic cleavage of the H3NtT (81,82)
and to the effect of PTMs (16–18,83).
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Figure 7. Comprehensive nucleosome disassembly scheme including the multiple interaction modes of the H3NtT. Considering similarly reconstituted
nucleosomes with different dye labeling positions, this scheme is based on disassembly steps that were observed under similar conditions. This compre-
hensive scheme summarizes consistent results from: [a] this paper in Fig. 1B and D, [b] Ref. (13), [c] Ref. (12), and [d] so far unpublished data (K. Tóth).
The nomenclature of the labeled constructs refers to the position of the donor and the acceptor. H2B: labeled at T112C, H3: labeled at H3 K9C, H4:
labeled at H4 E63C, E: labeled at the end of the DNA, Dy: labeled close to the dyad axis (either −9 bp or +21 bp away from the dyad axis), I: labeled
internally (either at +41 bp and −53 bp away from the dyad axis). �- and �-side refer to the two halves of the nucleosome (see Material and Methods).
c1/2-values correspond to NaCl concentrations where the averaged proximity ratio P reaches 50% of the corresponding step height. The transition width
b was calculated from the sigmoidal fit that is related to the slope at the respective inflection point (see Equation (2)). Trackable disassembly steps are
visualized in the last column. The transparent green clouds indicate the accessible space of the H3NtT� and the black crosses point to the four proposed
conformational state positions of the donor dye on it. The opening of the linker DNA can be detected in the dynamic octasome (E�–E�), but the DNA is
not yet significantly unwrapped. The first prominent event is the �-dimer release (H2B�–Dy�) that results in the formation of dynamic hexasomes. Further
NaCl increase leads to a stepwise asymmetric unwrapping of the DNA ends: starting from the �-side (Dy�–E�). Under the same conditions, we observe
the weakening of the H3 tail linker DNA interaction (H3–E�) followed by loosening of the � side (Dy�-E�). Next, DNA opening within the hexasome
(I�-I�) together with the weakening of the H3 tail inner DNA interaction (H3-Dy�, H3-Dy�) and formation of the tetrasome with extended DNA through
release of the second dimer (H2B�–Dy�) occurs. The final step is the release of the tetramer (H4–Dy�).
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In conclusion, our FRET-based approach can be used to
complement imaging and scattering methods to interrogate
the complex interplay between histone variants, mutations
and PTMs on the stability and dynamics of the nucleosomal
core and the histone tails.
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